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Summary. By using Gershgorin's theorem and the theorems on minimal Gershgorin 
disks a posteriori error bounds for the zeros of a polynomial are deduced, from which 
the bounds given in ~t ] by Braess and Hadeler are easily obtained. 
In a recent paper [t ] Braess and Hadeler gave a posteriori error bounds for 
zeros of a polynomial. In their proofs ideas are used which are quite similar to 
these used in proving Gershgorin's theorem and the theorems on minimal Gersh- 
gorin disks [2, 3, 4, 6]. In this note it is shown that their results can be readily 
obtained by using the abovementioned theorems explicitly. 
Let p be a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient unity, let x I . . . . .  x, 
be distinct complex numbers upposed to be approximations to the zeros of p and 
Q (x) = (x - Xl) . . .  (x - x.). 
By the Lagrange interpolation formula we get 
p(x)=Q(x) [ t+~,  p(xj) ] j=1 (* - xi) Q' (xi) " 
Let z be a zero of p, z#x o i=1  (t)n, then 
~p(x i )  I 
j= lQ ' (x J - -~ 'z -x J -  t. 
Defining a i = p ( x i) [Q' ( x i) this is equivalent with 
- ' J - *  ~ * i= lO)n  
z 
x i - - z  x i - - z  . x i_  z i=1 
i4:i 
ur=(  t 1 )  
xx---z . . . . .  xn - -z  ' A = diag (x i ) - -ea T
with 
~r = (~  . . . . .  ~) ,  e r = (1 . . . . .  t). 
Evidently a zero z = x i is an eigenvalue of A, too. 
or 
Au=zu (1) 
where 
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We remark that  A is diagonally similar to A T and to the matr ix J - -ph  T 
considered in [5]. 
Gershgorin's theorem applied to (t) yields immediately 
Theorem 1. Let a = (al . . . . .  ~,) be a positive vector and 
r,(~)-{x:l xj+~;I 
n 
Then F (~)= U~.(e) contains all zeros of p. A connected component of F(e) 
consisting of m disks contains exactly m zeros of p. 
Remark. ~.(e) is a subset of G j= x. l x -x ; l~X~j l~ j l  considered 
- -  J i = l  
in [t]. Hence Theorem I and the subsequent result in [t] follow. 
The theory of minimal separated Gershgorin disks can be applied as well. 
Let cE C, I a nonvoid proper subset of {1 . . . . .  n} with s elements and z~, iE I ,  
near to c. Let 
,i = min{I x~--a~--c[, ir 
d = max{I x , -~ , -c  I , i~I}. 
We define Kc,~ ={x: Ix--c[ =<4}. 
From [3], Satz 5 we get 
Theorem 2. Let J% ~ 0. There exists a > 0 such that 
o 
~.(a)~Kc,x----- 0 j r  
iff 2 e (_d, 3) and 
I(X)=Y: I"*1-1"*-~'~-~1+~  ~: - " , -~1 -~--<t" (2) i E l  
Satz 6 in [3] gives 
Theorem 3. Let ] ai] G e i = t (t) n, 
w =g -d  - (n - 2s)  ~ 
and 
*< - 9 (3) 
- -  n-2+21/~ 
Then there are at least s roots of p in Kc, ~, where 
,~=d+89 ( s - - t )e l .  (4) 
From this result Theorem 3 in [t ] follows easily: 
Let [ a,I  _-< e i = 1 (t) n, and let c satisfy 
 ez,  l -x,I 
and 
d--q 
~< ~,+2~(n-s )  " (9  
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Obviously with this c 
d_<=q+e, ~>~d--e 
and (3) follows from (5). By some calculations we see that  the right hand side 
in (4) is not greater than 
q +k  [~ -V~ -4s  e (d --q)] 
with ~-  d - -q -  (n -  2s)~, which is just the bound given in [1 ]. 
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